
 

Don’t Find Out the Hard Way That You’re Not Covered  
Remember your parents reassuring you that “everyone makes mistakes”? Mistakes when you’re 

learning to tie your shoes, for instance, are fairly harmless, and indeed help you learn how not to do 

something. But, experience teaches us that some errors can have serious consequences. As a contractor, 

you understand the consequences when mistakes happen on the job. And if one does, the result can be 

anything but harmless. 

  

Is your insurance policy missing something? 

Take a look at your current commercial general liability insurance coverage. You may notice some 

potential gaps. Most commercial general liability policies contain several exclusions that apply to 

defective products and faulty work. These are often referred to as “business risk” exclusions. As a result, 

your policy could potentially leave you responsible for paying for damages due to your product, work 

you performed, or expenses related to the recall of products, work, or impaired property.  

 

Close the gaps 

Federated’s Business Errors and Omissions (E&O) coverage provides protection for amounts you legally 

must pay as damages for faulty workmanship, material or design, or products from errors or omissions 

performed by you and your subcontractors. An E&O policy can shield you from expenses for legal and 

defense costs directly related to those types of events. Additionally, an E&O policy may provide 

coverage for architectural, drafting, or engineering services provided in connection with work 

contracted for or completed by you.  

 

It’s worth a second look 

If you’re not sure what may be missing from your commercial general liability coverage, your Federated 

representative can review your policy with you and help you determine the type of E&O insurance that 

would best protect you from “mistakes.” 
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